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Abstract— We demonstrate compact optically pumped1

microsquare cavity laser on InP-based multiple-quantum-wells2

material platform. Continuous-wave operation is achieved for3

microsquare cavity with footprint as small as 4 × 4 µm2.4

Numerical mode analysis and experimental characterization5

of the microsquare laser are conducted, and the results are6

compared with the commonly used microdisk cavity laser7

fabricated on the same platform. The microsquare laser shows a8

lower lasing threshold and infers a higher differential efficiency9

than the microdisk counterpart. The microsquare cavity laser10

has also sufficiently high quality factor, and higher pumping11

injection efficiency due to the more evenly distributed field12

profile as compared to that of the microdisk. Experimental result13

also shows that the microsquare laser has better temperature14

stability than the microdisk. These results promise a potential15

alternative laser structure for on-chip light source applications.16

Index Terms— Semiconductor laser, laser resonator, square17

resonator laser.18

M ICROCAVITY lasers are of great interest to the19

research community due to its much compact footprint,20

and low threshold as compared to the conventional21

Fabry-Pérot lasers, which leads to its potential applications22

as compact on-chip light sources for large scale functional23

photonic integration circuits for data interconnect, information24

processing, sensing and etc. Circular ring and disk-shaped25

cavities are amongst the most commonly used for microlasers.26

Recently, some researchers have proposed the use of other27

polygonal cavities, such as triangle [1]–[3], square [2]–[8],28

hexagon [9] or rectangle [10] cavities. However, no29

comparison has been made to date between a polygonal30

shaped laser and a circular cavity laser in terms of the laser31

performance. A square-shaped cavity is of particular interest32

because potentially it can increase the evanescent-coupling33

region between the cavity and an add-drop bus waveguide34

due to the existence of flat sidewall, and therefore relaxes the35

stringent fabrication requirement of the coupling gap. Square-36

shaped cavity also allows design flexibility of coupling to37

either cross-grid or parallel waveguides [4]. Besides, some38
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researchers have proposed that a square cavity can preserve 39

its high quality factor (Q-factor) even if an output waveguide 40

is directly connected to the cavity at a point of weak field 41

distribution [7]. 42

In this letter, we perform a study of microsquare laser 43

and its comparison to microdisk laser. The footprint of the 44

microcavity laser is smaller as compared to the previous 45

works [5], [8]. The numerical mode analysis of microsquare 46

cavity is carried out, with emphasis on the cavity resonant 47

wavelength, Q-factor and spatial mode profile. Experimentally, 48

we demonstrated the microsquare and the microdisk lasers 49

on the same substrate with identical fabrication processes, 50

with side length and diameter down to 4 µm, respectively. 51

The fabrication details of the devices are also presented. The 52

performance of our microsquare lasers are then compared with 53

microdisk laser fabricated on the same chip. We showed that 54

the microsquare laser in general has a lower lasing threshold, 55

higher slope efficiency and better temperature stability than the 56

microdisk laser with similar dimension under same pumping 57

condition. Finally, a conclusion is made. 58

The circular microdisk acts as the resonant cavity for lasing 59

based on the well-known whispering-gallery mode (WGM). 60

The mode profile and corresponding Q-factors can be 61

calculated analytically with the eigenmode equation [11]. 62

For the deformed-shape microcavities like the microsquare 63

considered in this letter, the resonant mode is also based on 64

total internal reflection at the sidewall, which was called quasi- 65

whispering gallery mode. The mode formation of such a square 66

cavity had been explained before [4], and the modal analysis 67

had been carried out mainly based on numerical approaches 68

such as the finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) and Muller 69

boundary integral equation formulation [2], [12]. In this letter, 70

we utilized the commercial FDTD package from Lumerical 71

(FDTD Solutions 8.6). The simulation is done in 3D, and 72

hence the Q-factor calculation has taken the vertical loss into 73

consideration. In our comparison, we choose a microdisk with 74

diameter of 6 µm and a microsquare with side length of 6 µm 75

as an example. Both microcavities are surrounded by air and 76

the refractive index of the cavity is 3.36, which is estimated 77

using effective index method for the epitaxy structures used 78

in fabrication. The spatial grid size used in the calculation 79

is 20 nm and the reference resonant wavelength is chosen to 80

be 1.45 µm. The resonant wavelength of eigenmode modes 81

are expected to be around 1.45 µm, which is within the gain 82

spectrum of the InGaAsP material. 83

The three eigenmodes for the microdisk are presented in 84

Fig. 1(a)–(c). The corresponding Q-factors and the resonant 85

wavelengths for these three modes are 4790 (1.500 µm), 86
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Fig. 1. Spatial profiles of the eigenmodes calculated for the (a)-(c) microdisk
with diameter of 6 µm, and (d)-(f) for the microsquare with a side length of
6 µm. All dimensions are in micrometer.

5560 (1.456 µm) and 5395 (1.353 µm), respectively. Other87

eigenmodes are not considered in the simulation as the88

resonant wavelengths falls out of the material gain. For the89

microsquare, the three eigenmodes are given in Fig. 1(d)–(f).90

The Q-factors and the corresponding resonant wavelengths91

for these modes are 1932 (1.498 µm), 847 (1.477 µm) and92

2269 (1.429 µm), respectively. Only the H-fields along the93

vertical axis are shown.94

When comparing the simulation results between the95

microsquare and the microdisk, it can be seen that: (i) the96

microdisk has a spatial field distribution attached more to97

the disk circumference while the microsquare has a more98

evenly distributed mode profile, which makes the microsquare99

resonance has less dependency on the sidewall roughness100

and furthermore, it has much higher pumping efficiency. This101

also leads to lower lasing threshold and higher differential102

quantum efficiency that shall be shown experimentally, and103

(ii) the microsquare can have a high Q-factor comparable to104

the microdisk. The Q-factor for the microsquare differs more105

significantly between the different modes, and this is favorable106

for single mode lasing as the mode with the highest Q-factor107

will dominate in the lasing.108

In the fabrication of the devices, first, the epitaxy layers109

structure of the lasers are grown by metal-organic chemical110

vapor deposition (MOCVD) on an InP substrate. The epitaxy111

wafer is grown commercially by IQE. The active region112

consists of InGaAsP-based MQWs, with well and barrier113

each having thickness of 10 nm, and altogether they made114

up a total stack thickness of 400 nm. The active region is115

sandwiched in between an InP top cladding with thickness of116

1000 nm and an InP substrate. The photoluminescence wave-117

length of the MQWs is around 1510 nm at room temperature.118

Next, the microcavity features are patterned onto the epitaxy119

substrate by using EBL with flowable oxide (Corning FOX-22)120

as electron beam resist. The EBL process is employed121

to ensure a smoother resist sidewall than photolithography122

process, and the use of flowable oxide resist can act as123

etch mask for the subsequent InP-InGaAsP dry-etching. The124

exposed resist is then developed in tetramethylammonium125

hydroxide (TMAH) solution. The InP-InGaAsP etching is126

done by an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reaction-ion127

Fig. 2. SEMs of fabricated (a) microsquare, and (b) microdisk lasers with
side length and diameter of 4 µm, respectively.

etching system equipped with stage heating at 250 °C for the 128

effective removal of InClx, which is an etching product that is 129

non-volatile at room temperature. The InP-InGaAsP stack is 130

etched to a total depth of around 3.5 µm to expose the active 131

region for strong lateral light confinement and reduce substrate 132

leakage loss. After ICP etch, the etch mask is removed by 133

buffered oxide etch solution. The cleaned substrate is then 134

quick-dipped into a solution of hydrosulfuric acid (H2SO4), 135

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and DI water in a ratio of 1:1:10 136

to smoothen the etched sidewall at the active region. This 137

is to reduce the optical loss caused by the sidewall rough- 138

ness. Finally, the laser structures are covered conformably 139

by a Si3N4 layer with thickness of 100 nm deposited by 140

using an ICP-CVD system, and this acts as a passivation, 141

heat dissipation and moisture protection layer to the laser 142

devices. 143

The fabricated lasers are characterized inside a cryogenic 144

chamber, which allows the sample to be cooled down to liquid 145

nitrogen temperature. The temperature can also be varied up 146

to room temperature. In our present measurement, we char- 147

acterized the compact laser devices in low temperature (from 148

80 K to 200 K). Proper thermal management will be developed 149

in future to enable the laser work in room temperature. The 150

microsquare and the microdisk lasers with similar sizes are 151

fabricated side and side for easier comparison. The excitation 152

source is a continuous wave laser with emission wavelength 153

of 1064 nm and maximum output power of 100 mW. The 154

pumping source is delivered through a microscope objective, 155

with a maximum deliverable power of around 70 mW, to the 156

top of the microcavity device in cryogenic chamber through 157

a glass window. Hence, the actual excitation received by the 158

devices would be less than 70 mW. After the optical excitation, 159

the scattered laser emission from the devices is collected 160

via the same objective and measured by an optical spectrum 161

analyzer (OSA, Yokogawa AQ6370B). 162

Some characteristic scanning electron micrographs (SEM) 163

of the fabricated microsquare and microdisk lasers are shown 164

in Fig. 2. The microsquare lasers fabricated has a side length 165

dimension of 4, 6, 8 and 10 µm, and its microdisk counterpart 166

has the same dimension for diameter. From the SEM, it can 167

be seen that the etched structure has almost 90° vertical 168

sidewall, and the sidewalls appear to be smooth under 10,000× 169

magnifications. The active MQW regions appear to be slightly 170

dented because of the quick wet-etch process. The fabricated 171

dimension matched very closely to the design value, which 172
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Fig. 3. L-L curves for the microsquare and microdisk lasers with side length
or diameter of (a) 8 µm, (b) 6 µm, and (c) 4 µm measured at 78 K, and
(d) the lasing spectra of the 8 µm size microdisk and microsquare lasers. Blue
circle—microdisk; Red square—microsquare.

is expected as all processes are optimized to our best effort173

through our design-of-experiment.174

The L-L curves of the microcavity lasers are summarized175

in Fig. 3(a)–(c), together with the exemplary lasing spectra for176

8 µm microcavity in Fig. 3(d). As compared to the microcavity177

laser demonstrated in [7], they exhibit clear lasing threshold.178

There is no detectable emission from the 4 µm disk likely179

because the power is too low and beyond the detection sensi-180

tivity of the OSA. The characteristic spectra for the microdisk181

and microsquare lasers at above threshold operation show a182

lasing wavelengths of 1463 nm and 1436 nm, respectively,183

with both having a narrow linewidth below 40 pm. The184

dissimilarity in peak wavelengths is due to the distinct cavity185

modes caused by the different shapes of cavities.186

The threshold for the microsquare laser and microdisk187

laser are summarized in Table 1. The comparison between188

microdisk and microsquare with same diameter and side189

length, respectively, is a reasonable experimental comparison190

despite their active volumes is different. For example, to com-191

pare a square cavity having a side length of 4 µm with a disk192

cavity having the same active volume, the disk would need193

to have a diameter of 4.5135 µm. In actual fabrication where194

lithography and plasma etching are involved, it is a challenge195

to precisely control the same active volume for the two cavities196

with same active volume. Hence, for simplicity, we conduct197

our comparison based on microdisk and microsquare cavities198

with same diameter and side length, respectively.199

We can observe that in general, the lasing threshold200

increases as the device shrinks, which is understandable201

because when a microcavity gets smaller, the optical loss202

due to sidewall scattering increases as the mode is squeezed203

more to the cavity sidewall, and hence, higher excitation204

power density is required to provide sufficient gain for the205

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF LASING THRESHOLD FOR THE

MICROSQUARE AND MICRODISK LASERS

onset of lasing. Besides, the well-known fact of deteriorating 206

Q-factor with cavity size also contributes to increase of laser 207

threshold. Amongst microsquare and microdisk lasers, the 208

threshold is similar for the two cavity shapes when the cavity 209

is 8 µm in size, but the threshold separation becomes larger 210

as the devices shrink down to 6 µm, likely because the active 211

volume difference becomes more significant when the device 212

size get smaller. Another observation made from Fig. 3 and 213

Table 1 is that the microsquare lasers tend to have lower 214

threshold than the microdisk counterpart. For example, the 215

threshold for a 6 µm microsquare laser is about 2 kW/cm2, 216

but for a 6 µm microdisk laser, the threshold is about 217

7 kW/cm2, which is more than three times higher. This is 218

probably because the spatial modes for the microsquare cavity 219

are spread more evenly across the whole cavity rather than 220

concentrating at the circumference like the microdisk cavity. 221

This contributes to less sidewall loss and also higher pumping 222

injection efficiency, if we assume a Gaussian beam excitation 223

injecting at the center of the cavity. For microdisk cavity, since 224

the modes are more confined to the disk sidewall, the scattering 225

loss is higher and the overlap between excitation beam spot 226

and cavity modes is less than the microsquare. The differences 227

in pumping efficiency between the two cavities are also evident 228

in Fig. 3 (a)–(c), where the line slopes of the microsquares are 229

generally higher than the microdisks. 230

In our measurement results, all collected laser output power 231

is in nanowatt level because it is the scattered power from 232

the top of the devices, which could be extremely low if 233

the laser devices have very good sidewall smoothness, and 234

not to mention that there are also some laser light escapes 235

through the substrate. Since the sidewall scattering loss from 236

a microdisk cavity is higher, we would expect higher detected 237

power from them. However, this is not the case as seen 238

in Fig. 3(a)–(c), where we observe higher detected power 239

from microsquare lasers instead. Hence, this means that 240

the microsquare laser potentially could generate higher laser 241

power than the microdisk laser due to the more efficient 242

pumping injection of microsquare as mentioned before. Due to 243

this inherent field distribution for microdisk laser, researchers 244

have proposed technique to improve the differential efficiency 245

of a microdisk laser e.g., using a ring shaped electrode [13]. 246

Beside the L-L characteristic of the lasers, the spectra of 247

the lasers at 200 K are presented in Fig. 4(a) for microdisk, 248

and 4(b) for microsquare with diameter and side length 249

of 8 µm. The temperature is controlled by a temperature 250

controller inside the sample stage of the cryostat, and moni- 251

tored at the stage as well. From the results, we observe that the 252

noise increases as temperature rises as compared to the spectra 253
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Fig. 4. Spectra of the (a) microdisk and (b) microsquare at 200K, and
(c) the change of lasing wavelength against temperature variation as observed
in microdisk and microsquare lasers. The pumping power density is around
50kW/cm2.

at 78 K in Fig. 3. We also notice that there is a wavelength254

shift as the stage temperature increases. The average rates of255

lasing wavelength variation due to temperature from 80 K256

to 200 K are 0.54 nm/K and 0.27 nm/K for the microdisk257

and microsquare lasers, respectively. The wavelength variation258

for a microdisk is doubled than that of a microsquare laser,259

which means that the operating wavelength of a microsquare260

laser is more stable than a microdisk laser. Such wavelength261

variation is due to the combination effect of material gain262

wavelength red-shift, material index change and mode hopping263

of a typical III-V cavity laser. The material thermal expansion264

is of lesser significance as compared to these effects. The265

lasing wavelengths against temperature variation for the two266

cavity lasers are plotted in Fig. 4(c). From the figure, we267

can already see that the wavelength variation for microdisk is268

larger than the microsquare for just over a 28 K of temperature269

change, and its change of wavelength at the mode hopping270

region is also higher than the microsquare laser.271

For our laser devices, we also observe that the lasing behav-272

ior stop when the temperature increases beyond 200 K, and273

spontaneous emission dominates afterwards. This is probably274

due to the large numbers of quantum well pairs in our gain275

region, which requires much stronger excitation to overcome276

loss and noise at elevated temperature. Nevertheless, the strong 277

excitation intensity eventually burns the devices. This could 278

potentially be remedied by having lesser number of quantum 279

well pairs, for example only five pairs of quantum wells [14]. 280

In summary, we have analyzed numerically and demon- 281

strated experimentally microsquare lasers with various sizes 282

down to 4 × 4 µm2, and a comparison is made with 283

the microdisk counterpart fabricated on the same substrate. 284

Overall, the microsquare lasers demonstrate lower lasing 285

threshold, higher pumping efficiency, stronger output power 286

and better temperature stability than the microdisk lasers with 287

equal dimension for the diameters. Hence, the microsquare 288

lasers could be a suitable candidate for on-chip light source 289

besides the commonly proposed microdisk lasers. 290
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Abstract— We demonstrate compact optically pumped1
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Numerical mode analysis and experimental characterization5

of the microsquare laser are conducted, and the results are6

compared with the commonly used microdisk cavity laser7

fabricated on the same platform. The microsquare laser shows a8

lower lasing threshold and infers a higher differential efficiency9

than the microdisk counterpart. The microsquare cavity laser10

has also sufficiently high quality factor, and higher pumping11

injection efficiency due to the more evenly distributed field12

profile as compared to that of the microdisk. Experimental result13

also shows that the microsquare laser has better temperature14

stability than the microdisk. These results promise a potential15

alternative laser structure for on-chip light source applications.16

Index Terms— Semiconductor laser, laser resonator, square17

resonator laser.18

M ICROCAVITY lasers are of great interest to the19

research community due to its much compact footprint,20

and low threshold as compared to the conventional21

Fabry-Pérot lasers, which leads to its potential applications22

as compact on-chip light sources for large scale functional23

photonic integration circuits for data interconnect, information24

processing, sensing and etc. Circular ring and disk-shaped25

cavities are amongst the most commonly used for microlasers.26

Recently, some researchers have proposed the use of other27

polygonal cavities, such as triangle [1]–[3], square [2]–[8],28

hexagon [9] or rectangle [10] cavities. However, no29

comparison has been made to date between a polygonal30

shaped laser and a circular cavity laser in terms of the laser31

performance. A square-shaped cavity is of particular interest32

because potentially it can increase the evanescent-coupling33

region between the cavity and an add-drop bus waveguide34

due to the existence of flat sidewall, and therefore relaxes the35

stringent fabrication requirement of the coupling gap. Square-36

shaped cavity also allows design flexibility of coupling to37

either cross-grid or parallel waveguides [4]. Besides, some38
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researchers have proposed that a square cavity can preserve 39

its high quality factor (Q-factor) even if an output waveguide 40

is directly connected to the cavity at a point of weak field 41

distribution [7]. 42

In this letter, we perform a study of microsquare laser 43

and its comparison to microdisk laser. The footprint of the 44

microcavity laser is smaller as compared to the previous 45

works [5], [8]. The numerical mode analysis of microsquare 46

cavity is carried out, with emphasis on the cavity resonant 47

wavelength, Q-factor and spatial mode profile. Experimentally, 48

we demonstrated the microsquare and the microdisk lasers 49

on the same substrate with identical fabrication processes, 50

with side length and diameter down to 4 µm, respectively. 51

The fabrication details of the devices are also presented. The 52

performance of our microsquare lasers are then compared with 53

microdisk laser fabricated on the same chip. We showed that 54

the microsquare laser in general has a lower lasing threshold, 55

higher slope efficiency and better temperature stability than the 56

microdisk laser with similar dimension under same pumping 57

condition. Finally, a conclusion is made. 58

The circular microdisk acts as the resonant cavity for lasing 59

based on the well-known whispering-gallery mode (WGM). 60

The mode profile and corresponding Q-factors can be 61

calculated analytically with the eigenmode equation [11]. 62

For the deformed-shape microcavities like the microsquare 63

considered in this letter, the resonant mode is also based on 64

total internal reflection at the sidewall, which was called quasi- 65

whispering gallery mode. The mode formation of such a square 66

cavity had been explained before [4], and the modal analysis 67

had been carried out mainly based on numerical approaches 68

such as the finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) and Muller 69

boundary integral equation formulation [2], [12]. In this letter, 70

we utilized the commercial FDTD package from Lumerical 71

(FDTD Solutions 8.6). The simulation is done in 3D, and 72

hence the Q-factor calculation has taken the vertical loss into 73

consideration. In our comparison, we choose a microdisk with 74

diameter of 6 µm and a microsquare with side length of 6 µm 75

as an example. Both microcavities are surrounded by air and 76

the refractive index of the cavity is 3.36, which is estimated 77

using effective index method for the epitaxy structures used 78

in fabrication. The spatial grid size used in the calculation 79

is 20 nm and the reference resonant wavelength is chosen to 80

be 1.45 µm. The resonant wavelength of eigenmode modes 81

are expected to be around 1.45 µm, which is within the gain 82

spectrum of the InGaAsP material. 83

The three eigenmodes for the microdisk are presented in 84

Fig. 1(a)–(c). The corresponding Q-factors and the resonant 85

wavelengths for these three modes are 4790 (1.500 µm), 86
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Fig. 1. Spatial profiles of the eigenmodes calculated for the (a)-(c) microdisk
with diameter of 6 µm, and (d)-(f) for the microsquare with a side length of
6 µm. All dimensions are in micrometer.

5560 (1.456 µm) and 5395 (1.353 µm), respectively. Other87

eigenmodes are not considered in the simulation as the88

resonant wavelengths falls out of the material gain. For the89

microsquare, the three eigenmodes are given in Fig. 1(d)–(f).90

The Q-factors and the corresponding resonant wavelengths91

for these modes are 1932 (1.498 µm), 847 (1.477 µm) and92

2269 (1.429 µm), respectively. Only the H-fields along the93

vertical axis are shown.94

When comparing the simulation results between the95

microsquare and the microdisk, it can be seen that: (i) the96

microdisk has a spatial field distribution attached more to97

the disk circumference while the microsquare has a more98

evenly distributed mode profile, which makes the microsquare99

resonance has less dependency on the sidewall roughness100

and furthermore, it has much higher pumping efficiency. This101

also leads to lower lasing threshold and higher differential102

quantum efficiency that shall be shown experimentally, and103

(ii) the microsquare can have a high Q-factor comparable to104

the microdisk. The Q-factor for the microsquare differs more105

significantly between the different modes, and this is favorable106

for single mode lasing as the mode with the highest Q-factor107

will dominate in the lasing.108

In the fabrication of the devices, first, the epitaxy layers109

structure of the lasers are grown by metal-organic chemical110

vapor deposition (MOCVD) on an InP substrate. The epitaxy111

wafer is grown commercially by IQE. The active region112

consists of InGaAsP-based MQWs, with well and barrier113

each having thickness of 10 nm, and altogether they made114

up a total stack thickness of 400 nm. The active region is115

sandwiched in between an InP top cladding with thickness of116

1000 nm and an InP substrate. The photoluminescence wave-117

length of the MQWs is around 1510 nm at room temperature.118

Next, the microcavity features are patterned onto the epitaxy119

substrate by using EBL with flowable oxide (Corning FOX-22)120

as electron beam resist. The EBL process is employed121

to ensure a smoother resist sidewall than photolithography122

process, and the use of flowable oxide resist can act as123

etch mask for the subsequent InP-InGaAsP dry-etching. The124

exposed resist is then developed in tetramethylammonium125

hydroxide (TMAH) solution. The InP-InGaAsP etching is126

done by an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reaction-ion127

Fig. 2. SEMs of fabricated (a) microsquare, and (b) microdisk lasers with
side length and diameter of 4 µm, respectively.

etching system equipped with stage heating at 250 °C for the 128

effective removal of InClx, which is an etching product that is 129

non-volatile at room temperature. The InP-InGaAsP stack is 130

etched to a total depth of around 3.5 µm to expose the active 131

region for strong lateral light confinement and reduce substrate 132

leakage loss. After ICP etch, the etch mask is removed by 133

buffered oxide etch solution. The cleaned substrate is then 134

quick-dipped into a solution of hydrosulfuric acid (H2SO4), 135

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and DI water in a ratio of 1:1:10 136

to smoothen the etched sidewall at the active region. This 137

is to reduce the optical loss caused by the sidewall rough- 138

ness. Finally, the laser structures are covered conformably 139

by a Si3N4 layer with thickness of 100 nm deposited by 140

using an ICP-CVD system, and this acts as a passivation, 141

heat dissipation and moisture protection layer to the laser 142

devices. 143

The fabricated lasers are characterized inside a cryogenic 144

chamber, which allows the sample to be cooled down to liquid 145

nitrogen temperature. The temperature can also be varied up 146

to room temperature. In our present measurement, we char- 147

acterized the compact laser devices in low temperature (from 148

80 K to 200 K). Proper thermal management will be developed 149

in future to enable the laser work in room temperature. The 150

microsquare and the microdisk lasers with similar sizes are 151

fabricated side and side for easier comparison. The excitation 152

source is a continuous wave laser with emission wavelength 153

of 1064 nm and maximum output power of 100 mW. The 154

pumping source is delivered through a microscope objective, 155

with a maximum deliverable power of around 70 mW, to the 156

top of the microcavity device in cryogenic chamber through 157

a glass window. Hence, the actual excitation received by the 158

devices would be less than 70 mW. After the optical excitation, 159

the scattered laser emission from the devices is collected 160

via the same objective and measured by an optical spectrum 161

analyzer (OSA, Yokogawa AQ6370B). 162

Some characteristic scanning electron micrographs (SEM) 163

of the fabricated microsquare and microdisk lasers are shown 164

in Fig. 2. The microsquare lasers fabricated has a side length 165

dimension of 4, 6, 8 and 10 µm, and its microdisk counterpart 166

has the same dimension for diameter. From the SEM, it can 167

be seen that the etched structure has almost 90° vertical 168

sidewall, and the sidewalls appear to be smooth under 10,000× 169

magnifications. The active MQW regions appear to be slightly 170

dented because of the quick wet-etch process. The fabricated 171

dimension matched very closely to the design value, which 172
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Fig. 3. L-L curves for the microsquare and microdisk lasers with side length
or diameter of (a) 8 µm, (b) 6 µm, and (c) 4 µm measured at 78 K, and
(d) the lasing spectra of the 8 µm size microdisk and microsquare lasers. Blue
circle—microdisk; Red square—microsquare.

is expected as all processes are optimized to our best effort173

through our design-of-experiment.174

The L-L curves of the microcavity lasers are summarized175

in Fig. 3(a)–(c), together with the exemplary lasing spectra for176

8 µm microcavity in Fig. 3(d). As compared to the microcavity177

laser demonstrated in [7], they exhibit clear lasing threshold.178

There is no detectable emission from the 4 µm disk likely179

because the power is too low and beyond the detection sensi-180

tivity of the OSA. The characteristic spectra for the microdisk181

and microsquare lasers at above threshold operation show a182

lasing wavelengths of 1463 nm and 1436 nm, respectively,183

with both having a narrow linewidth below 40 pm. The184

dissimilarity in peak wavelengths is due to the distinct cavity185

modes caused by the different shapes of cavities.186

The threshold for the microsquare laser and microdisk187

laser are summarized in Table 1. The comparison between188

microdisk and microsquare with same diameter and side189

length, respectively, is a reasonable experimental comparison190

despite their active volumes is different. For example, to com-191

pare a square cavity having a side length of 4 µm with a disk192

cavity having the same active volume, the disk would need193

to have a diameter of 4.5135 µm. In actual fabrication where194

lithography and plasma etching are involved, it is a challenge195

to precisely control the same active volume for the two cavities196

with same active volume. Hence, for simplicity, we conduct197

our comparison based on microdisk and microsquare cavities198

with same diameter and side length, respectively.199

We can observe that in general, the lasing threshold200

increases as the device shrinks, which is understandable201

because when a microcavity gets smaller, the optical loss202

due to sidewall scattering increases as the mode is squeezed203

more to the cavity sidewall, and hence, higher excitation204

power density is required to provide sufficient gain for the205

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF LASING THRESHOLD FOR THE

MICROSQUARE AND MICRODISK LASERS

onset of lasing. Besides, the well-known fact of deteriorating 206

Q-factor with cavity size also contributes to increase of laser 207

threshold. Amongst microsquare and microdisk lasers, the 208

threshold is similar for the two cavity shapes when the cavity 209

is 8 µm in size, but the threshold separation becomes larger 210

as the devices shrink down to 6 µm, likely because the active 211

volume difference becomes more significant when the device 212

size get smaller. Another observation made from Fig. 3 and 213

Table 1 is that the microsquare lasers tend to have lower 214

threshold than the microdisk counterpart. For example, the 215

threshold for a 6 µm microsquare laser is about 2 kW/cm2, 216

but for a 6 µm microdisk laser, the threshold is about 217

7 kW/cm2, which is more than three times higher. This is 218

probably because the spatial modes for the microsquare cavity 219

are spread more evenly across the whole cavity rather than 220

concentrating at the circumference like the microdisk cavity. 221

This contributes to less sidewall loss and also higher pumping 222

injection efficiency, if we assume a Gaussian beam excitation 223

injecting at the center of the cavity. For microdisk cavity, since 224

the modes are more confined to the disk sidewall, the scattering 225

loss is higher and the overlap between excitation beam spot 226

and cavity modes is less than the microsquare. The differences 227

in pumping efficiency between the two cavities are also evident 228

in Fig. 3 (a)–(c), where the line slopes of the microsquares are 229

generally higher than the microdisks. 230

In our measurement results, all collected laser output power 231

is in nanowatt level because it is the scattered power from 232

the top of the devices, which could be extremely low if 233

the laser devices have very good sidewall smoothness, and 234

not to mention that there are also some laser light escapes 235

through the substrate. Since the sidewall scattering loss from 236

a microdisk cavity is higher, we would expect higher detected 237

power from them. However, this is not the case as seen 238

in Fig. 3(a)–(c), where we observe higher detected power 239

from microsquare lasers instead. Hence, this means that 240

the microsquare laser potentially could generate higher laser 241

power than the microdisk laser due to the more efficient 242

pumping injection of microsquare as mentioned before. Due to 243

this inherent field distribution for microdisk laser, researchers 244

have proposed technique to improve the differential efficiency 245

of a microdisk laser e.g., using a ring shaped electrode [13]. 246

Beside the L-L characteristic of the lasers, the spectra of 247

the lasers at 200 K are presented in Fig. 4(a) for microdisk, 248

and 4(b) for microsquare with diameter and side length 249

of 8 µm. The temperature is controlled by a temperature 250

controller inside the sample stage of the cryostat, and moni- 251

tored at the stage as well. From the results, we observe that the 252

noise increases as temperature rises as compared to the spectra 253
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Fig. 4. Spectra of the (a) microdisk and (b) microsquare at 200K, and
(c) the change of lasing wavelength against temperature variation as observed
in microdisk and microsquare lasers. The pumping power density is around
50kW/cm2.

at 78 K in Fig. 3. We also notice that there is a wavelength254

shift as the stage temperature increases. The average rates of255

lasing wavelength variation due to temperature from 80 K256

to 200 K are 0.54 nm/K and 0.27 nm/K for the microdisk257

and microsquare lasers, respectively. The wavelength variation258

for a microdisk is doubled than that of a microsquare laser,259

which means that the operating wavelength of a microsquare260

laser is more stable than a microdisk laser. Such wavelength261

variation is due to the combination effect of material gain262

wavelength red-shift, material index change and mode hopping263

of a typical III-V cavity laser. The material thermal expansion264

is of lesser significance as compared to these effects. The265

lasing wavelengths against temperature variation for the two266

cavity lasers are plotted in Fig. 4(c). From the figure, we267

can already see that the wavelength variation for microdisk is268

larger than the microsquare for just over a 28 K of temperature269

change, and its change of wavelength at the mode hopping270

region is also higher than the microsquare laser.271

For our laser devices, we also observe that the lasing behav-272

ior stop when the temperature increases beyond 200 K, and273

spontaneous emission dominates afterwards. This is probably274

due to the large numbers of quantum well pairs in our gain275

region, which requires much stronger excitation to overcome276

loss and noise at elevated temperature. Nevertheless, the strong 277

excitation intensity eventually burns the devices. This could 278

potentially be remedied by having lesser number of quantum 279

well pairs, for example only five pairs of quantum wells [14]. 280

In summary, we have analyzed numerically and demon- 281

strated experimentally microsquare lasers with various sizes 282

down to 4 × 4 µm2, and a comparison is made with 283

the microdisk counterpart fabricated on the same substrate. 284

Overall, the microsquare lasers demonstrate lower lasing 285

threshold, higher pumping efficiency, stronger output power 286

and better temperature stability than the microdisk lasers with 287

equal dimension for the diameters. Hence, the microsquare 288

lasers could be a suitable candidate for on-chip light source 289

besides the commonly proposed microdisk lasers. 290
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